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Beauty is one of the most, if not the most misunderstood concept 

that hurts many people and ideas. We analyze this concept, in detail, 

from cultural, design and scientific perspective.

Summary:



If there is one notion that is completely distorted and
misunderstood in this world, it must be the notion of “beauty”.
 
Beauty contests, beautiful people, beautiful cars, beautiful
houses, clothes, legs, furniture, websites, paintings, songs,
writings……
 
Even scientists are trying to prove that this concept has a
correlation in reality and please remember, the cosmetics
industry, which is basically just a huge pile of people on planet
Earth creating and selling “stuff” (mixtures of chemical
compounds) ONLY to “enhance” one’s look, is worth 70 billion/
year in the US, Europe, and Japan alone.
 
I am sure all of you have used this word many times to
describe various things from people to objects and feelings,
but what do you really mean when you say “What a beautiful
girl” or “This is such a beautiful painting” ?
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1. CULTURE
 
2. DESIGN
 
3. SCIENCE

Because this notion is so vague, I will
try to break it down in 3 categories:



CULTURE
PEOPLE

Look at this picture:

 "They were the goddesses of pleasant charm, of charitable deeds and of
gratitude . .. without them nothing would be graceful or pleasing. They
gave people friendliness, uprightness of character, sweetness and
conversation...They were presented as three beautiful virgins and were
either completely naked or clothed in some fine, transparent fabric...They
stood together all three so that two of their faces were turned towards
the spectator and only one was turned away from him." 

http://www.wga.hu/html_m/r/rubens/23mythol/55mythol.html


 
But in today’s society, these 3 girls would
probably be diagnosed with social anxiety
(read our indepth article about why
psychology may not be a science) due to
their probable social exile because of what is
perceived today as their “ugly” fat bodies.
 
 
 

http://www.wga.hu/html_m/r/rubens/23mythol/55mythol.html
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During the prehistoric era the performing arts, which have been preserved,
are figures of women, imprecise face and a strong exaggeration of body
parts, related to maternity (bulging belly, big boobs, vulva and legs obese).
 
The concept of beauty of prehistoric man would not be linked to a narrow
concept of aesthetics, but with other attributes such as health. Fatness,
would in this case, be synonymous of power supply and feeding, or
maternity, because every woman capable of childbearing was a precious gift
to the community that all admire.

These beauty goddesses are depicted in many paintings
and statues and they differ from culture to culture, and the
time they were depicted.
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170606005019/http://www.redbubble.com/groups/women-painters/forums/14471/topics/341408-30-09-2013-features-the-evolution-of-the-ideal-of-female-beauty-in-art-history-part-1
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606005019/http://www.redbubble.com/groups/women-painters/forums/14471/topics/341408-30-09-2013-features-the-evolution-of-the-ideal-of-female-beauty-in-art-history-part-1


To the ancient Egyptians, the harmony of the human body should be
proportionate, using his fist, as a unit of measure, so they, codified the stature
of the people in 18 fists: 2 for the face, 10 from the shoulders to the knees,
and the remaining 6 for legs and feet.

 

According to the Egyptian canon of beauty, a woman should be thin, with
small members, but wide hips and small and shapely breasts. In this culture
we find the first traces of makeup, used both by women as by men, the eyes
were outlined in black not only to look more beautiful, but also to make
reference to the god Horus.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170606005019/http://www.redbubble.com/groups/women-painters/forums/14471/topics/341408-30-09-2013-features-the-evolution-of-the-ideal-of-female-beauty-in-art-history-part-1


Queen Elizabeth was
instrumental in setting the
female trends for this era (thus
the name). Society women
copied her naturally pale
complexion and red hair, using
white powder in great
abundance, along with red wigs
 
The most successful means for
re-creating Elizabeth's pallor,
unfortunately, was ceruse, or
white lead, which was later
discovered to be poisonous.
Inspired by Italian women, the
Elizabethan lady would also give
a healthy glow to her cheeks by
using lead-based rouge colored
with dye. She'd color in her
eyebrows, lips and even blue
veins with alabaster pencils. For
the final touch, she'd apply a
thin glaze of egg-white paste to
hold it all together.
 

In the 15th century,
upper-class ladies of
northern Europe
painfully plucked  their
hairline to make their
foreheads seem
higher.

https://web.archive.org/web/20160416082326/http://stylecaster.com/beauty/timeline-sexy-defined-through-ages/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160416082326/http://stylecaster.com/beauty/timeline-sexy-defined-through-ages/


Unlike Renaissance women,
Victorian women were very body
conscious. Sexy meant having the
smallest waistline humanly
possible– in order to achieve this
look, women wore corsets. Some
corsets were wound so tight that
women could hardly breathe, to
the point where sitting down was
completely out of the question.
 
Many women would even break
ribs trying to get their waistlines
down to an inconceivable 12
inches. Layered petticoats, hoops,
and bustles became very popular,
all of which magnified the largest
parts of the body.

The 1920s was a decade when
women didn't want to look like
women at all.

 We can’t imagine that men today
would find this sexy, but some
women of the ’20s era would
even bind their chests with strips
of cloth to achieve a little boy
look– quite contradictory to some
of the measures that today's
women take in order to amplify their
chests.

https://web.archive.org/web/20160416082326/http://stylecaster.com/beauty/timeline-sexy-defined-through-ages/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160416082326/http://stylecaster.com/beauty/timeline-sexy-defined-through-ages/


Since humans first appeared on Earth, the way
female beauty was depicted has been dependent
on culture and time: short legs, long legs; fat body,
skinny body; long hair, short hair; tall, short; big
eyes, small eyes; white skin, black skin;...
 
Today, many girls want a darker tan to be more
beautiful, but a few centuries back, having milky-
white skin was the main characteristic of a woman’s
beauty.  What is beautiful today, a few centuries or
even decades ago would have been ugly, even
gross.  A skinny, beauty model today may have
been rejected by all males a hundred years ago.
 
But ideas of physical beauty haven't fluctuated just
for women. The concept of beauty regarding males
is just as fluctuating and ancient. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170612172348/https://historicromance.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/male-bodies-and-beauty-throughout-the-ages/


In the Ancient World, men’s beauty was seen in one’s muscular body, a
semi-bodybuilder type of a body.  In the Renaissance period, a beautiful
male body was someone who appeared unable to do a great deal of
physical labour.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170612172348/https://historicromance.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/male-bodies-and-beauty-throughout-the-ages/


 In the 17th century, good-looking males were those
who had a long-haired wig, which is mainly associated
with females today.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170612172348/https://historicromance.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/male-bodies-and-beauty-throughout-the-ages/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170612172348/https://historicromance.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/male-bodies-and-beauty-throughout-the-ages/


18th century: as you can see again, the way males
look and even the gestures were more closely
related to how women were perceived over other
periods of time, including today.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170612172348/https://historicromance.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/male-bodies-and-beauty-throughout-the-ages/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170612172348/https://historicromance.wordpress.com/2010/02/19/male-bodies-and-beauty-throughout-the-ages/


Men’s chest hair was a sign of masculinity not long ago, but
now it may be regarded as unattractive.  A few years ago,
suggesting to a guy that he should shave his chest would
have been ridiculous.  Yet today, this is quite widely
accepted and no longer associated only with females.  So
you see, these things continually change from era to era, for
both males and females.
 
All of the above examples were widely accepted notions of
beauty at various periods of time, but we all know that this
notion is far more varied.
 
It is also interesting to note that whatever may be seen as
beautiful today may be seen as ridiculous and ugly, or even
grotesque, tomorrow.  Also, there are many cultures in the
world where the notions of one’s physical beauty is
contradictory to what other cultures regard as such.  What is
beautiful in this culture may be regarded as ugly in another
one.
 
The following are “extreme” notions of beauty, although
maybe not to those who regard them as attractive. And they
are just as normal as any that have already been presented
thus far.





Bagel head  is a temporary (6-to
24-hour) swelling distortion of the
forehead created by a saline drip
and often shaped to resemble a
bagel or doughnut.

Cosmetic limb lengthening methods
extend the length of bones (height);
either growth stimulators
administration or surgical operations.

Corset
piercing

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bagel_head
https://www.google.com/search?q=making+legs+longer+for+beauty#q=cosmetic+leg+lengthening+
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corset_piercing


Corneal tattooingExtraocular implant

While people all around the world are looking for a perfect
denture, in Japan it is quite the opposite. People pay
hundreds of pounds to have crooked teeth.
 

https://www.google.com/search?q=making+legs+longer+for+beauty#q=cosmetic+leg+lengthening+
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corset_piercing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corneal_tattooing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extraocular_implant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yaeba


The neck itself is not
lengthened; the appearance of a
stretched neck is created by the
deformation of the clavicle.

Foot binding is the custom of
applying painfully tight binding to
the feet of young girls to prevent
further growth

Various methods such as cutting or branding are used to create a keloid
(raised) type of scar on the skin.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neck_ring
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606090132/http://roogirl.com/11-extreme-body-modifications-you-wont-believe/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foot_binding


Pearling:  the practice of
permanently inserting small beads
made of various materials beneath
the skin of the genitals

Increasingly large discs are
inserted into a pierced hole in
either the upper or lower lip, or
both, thereby stretching it

While in our “modern” world, girls are encouraged to get skinnier to be
pretty, the opposite is true in other cultures.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foot_binding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearling_(body_modification)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lip_plate
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606090132/http://roogirl.com/11-extreme-body-modifications-you-wont-believe/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606090132/http://roogirl.com/11-extreme-body-modifications-you-wont-believe/


And if you think these plentiful and varied concepts of male and
female physical beauty - some widely accepted notions, some
not as much - are all that exist, you would be wrong, simply
because the line between male and female is not at all well-
defined.  So we cannot even say that ‘this’ is what female
beauty looks like or ‘that’ is how male beauty is determined,
because we cannot even define male or female in the first
place.
 
We discussed gender in one of our previous issues, so you can
read it thoughtfully if you want to know more about this fuzzy
line between genders.  HERE. 

tio
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Of course, physical beauty is not the only
“beauty” people see in others.  A rich man
can be regarded as “attractive” only
because he is wealthy.  One’s fame may
have the same effect.  Career, power,
wealth, social status, and so on are just a
few that may influence the notion of one’s
beauty.
 

AS THERE ARE SO MANY NOTIONS OF BEAUTY
REGARDING THE HUMAN BODY, SOME EVEN
CONTRADICTORY WITH OTHERS, SOME CHANGING
FROM ERA TO ERA, I THINK IT IS RIGHT TO SAY THAT
BEAUTY IS INDEED IN THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDER.
 
IT’S SOMETHING THAT, FROM THIS PERSPECTIVE
ALONE, DOESN’T EXIST IN AN OBJECTIVE FORM.
 
IT’S ONLY SOMETHING PEOPLE APPRECIATE IN THEIR
OWN WAY, INFLUENCED BY THEIR CULTURE.
 
 



You may say that this well known painting of Jesus from 7th century
is beautiful because was done by a well-known artist and is worth a
fortune.
 
But is it the painting itself that looks beautiful and worthy to you, or
the year it was done, or the painter who painted it?  Look very
closely at the picture and try not to think that it was done by this
well known painter who had a special way of painting on wood,
even being half blind (which may impress some).

Do you still like it as much now ?

CULTURE
ART



Do you still like it as much now ?

The easiest way to understand how a painting is seen as
beautiful mostly because of the culture that is created
around it, is to imagine taking a painting done by a 3 year-old kid
and say it was done by a renowned painter and try to sell it as
expensively as possible.  You will see that many would fall for your
scam (video - spanish -).  In fact, similar scams are widely used. 
 
In one of the Real Hustle’s episodes, they did the exact same thing:
they took a painting done by some kids and sold it for several
thousands pounds to someone that was an art fan. They even had
their painting examined by an expert who agreed it was worth that
much.
 
The same idea was tackled in the Battle of The Brains documentary,
where a few people from various careers (musicians, physicists, etc)
were asked to paint a painting and then they put them all up to be
rated by the people in the street. Among these test subjects was a
well-known painter, but all the paintings were mixed so that no one
knew which one was made by whom.  Interestingly, the painting that
gained the highest votes was not the one created by the renowned
painter.
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https://www.vimeo.com/240761965
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https://videoneat.com/documentaries/3033/the-real-hustle/
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“ Exit Through the Gift Shop “ is a documentary made by Banksy
that proves in more detail how art is something purely
subjective and how anyone can do it.  I highly recommend you
watch this documentary to see how a french guy who had no
connection to art and paintings gets to make millions of dollars
from selling nonsensical paintings.
 

A well-known painter by the name of Banksy recently sold his
work anonymously on public streets to prove the weird
commercialization of art.  His paintings, estimated to be worth
$40k or more each, were sold for $60 or less, thus proving that
people who were not influenced by the culture behind those
paintings won't recognize their huge worth in the art world.
 
Therefore, commercialization, the market, and the culture around
the painting makes the painting beautiful, worthy, and expensive.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diQZoRp-thU
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banksy
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Remember the 7th-century Jesus painted on wood by
the well-known artist who was half blind ? 

 
 

Well, if you looked closely at Jesus’s eyes, you actually
looked at a dog’s butt because it is a picture of a dog’s butt.

Maybe if I hadn’t told you the real story behind the Jesus painting
you probably would have seen some beauty there, but knowing the
truth now, you will hardly find beauty in it. This is to show you
again how culture influences what you regard as “beautiful”.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170206131957/http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/13/dog-butt-looks-like-jesus-photo_n_3436086.html


In her 2007 self-portrait series, Booty, Julie Heffernan
painted herself dressed in creepy dresses made from
dead animal carcasses.

https://web.archive.org/web/20130224045148/http://www.odditycentral.com/pics/artist-paints-herself-dressed-in-bizarre-dead-animal-dresses.html


The Museum on Non-Visible Art, or MONA,
houses a variety of non-visible works of
art that can only be admired by reading
the artist’s description. Sounds weird, but
believe it or not, someone actually paid
$10,000 for one of these ‘masterpieces’.

Zhu Cheng, one of China’s most famous
and talented sculptors, has helped nine
of his art students to create a replica of
Venus de Milo out of excrements.

Adam Morrigan, a British artist
from Gloucestershire, Britain,
creates works of art from roadkill
and actually sells some of them.

Although zoophilia and bestiality
are taboo subjects in our modern
society, artist Saiman Chow tackles
these delicate issues in his latest
artworks. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20131006113019/http://www.odditycentral.com/news/chinese-artist-showcases-venus-de-milo-statue-made-of-excrements.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20160402081830/http://www.odditycentral.com/pics/the-roadkill-artist.html
https://www.google.com/search?q=Saiman+Chow+bestiality+art&oq=Saiman+Chow+bestiality+art&aqs=chrome..69i57.2305j0j1&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://web.archive.org/web/20170502155928/http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2011/07/22/138513048/woman-pays-10-000-for-non-visible-work-of-art


Imigongo is an art form popular in Rwanda that
is produced using cow dung. It is a traditional
Rwandan art form made by the women.

Australian Tim Patch is an artist
who uses his penis to paint.

Ani K paints with his tongue
and regularly, if not
surprisingly, deals with
nausea, cramping and

Orestes de la Paz has put his heart, soul and
fat into 20 bars of special soap made with
his liposuctioned blubber. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imigongo
https://web.archive.org/web/20140214220228/http://www.odditycentral.com/news/miami-artist-uses-his-own-body-fat-to-make-soap.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pricasso
https://web.archive.org/web/20131010052036/http://www.oddee.com/item_98091.aspx


Vomit painter Millie Brown creates, what some people call, art, by drinking
colored milk and regurgitating it onto a white canvas or even her own dress.
 

ART ?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millie_Brown_(performance_artist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pricasso
https://vimeo.com/240762290


https://web.archive.org/web/20170212045343/http://www.weirdworm.com/top-10-of-weird-art/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606112419/http://bertc.com/weird/index.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20170212045343/http://www.weirdworm.com/top-10-of-weird-art/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606112419/http://bertc.com/weird/index.htm


https://web.archive.org/web/20170606112419/http://bertc.com/weird/index.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606112419/http://bertc.com/weird/index.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606112419/http://bertc.com/weird/index.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20170606112419/http://bertc.com/weird/index.htm


Fashion, as we all know, changes from year to year,
or even from month to month, and so what is
beautiful today, a few years ago was ugly.



This fluctuates so much that there is no point in
analyzing it in detail.  And this also goes for songs,
writings, photos, and so on.
 

All are subjective beauties.
 



DESIGN

Design is another word with so many meanings that it
seems crazy to try to tackle it.  But what I want to talk
about is graphic design; be it web design or even the
design for this magazine.
 
I have been designing websites for seven years or
more and have noticed how much the notion of a
good looking website has changed over the years.
Back in 2005, when I started to design my first
websites, I remember it was all full of shadows, inner
glows, gradient colors - a 3-D looking website full of
colors and gif animations.  Today is different.  Many
websites use only a few colors and a flat-like design.
Mine also look a lot cleaner and simple now, but all of
that movement from crowded website design to a
simple look didn’t apply for all.  Many websites are
still crowded while others have remained simpler
since back in early 2000.
 
Technology played a huge role in changing the notion
of a beautiful website with the introduction of wide
screens.  Smartphones and tablets then brought more
changes with touch screen.  What a web design book
from 2008 says about web design may be completely
irrelevant today.



Today you can see
websites with a top menu,
side menu, hidden menu.
 
Multiple combinations of
colors and page layouts.
There is no ‘one way’ to
design a website and the
internet itself proves that
constantly.
 
Examples: 1, 2, 3

https://www.webpagefx.com/blog/web-design/the-evolution-of-web-design/
https://www.webpagefx.com/blog/web-design/popular-search-engines-in-the-90s-then-and-now/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180328202731/https://creativemarket.com/blog/evolution-of-web-design














Sometimes when people want to help with designing this
magazine, because we need help with that since we all work
as volunteers and we can only do so much, I often come
across people saying things like : “This is the right way to
design the magazine.  Listen to me, I am a graphic designer.”
 
I love people wanting to help and I am eager to work with
them, but this approach is, by all means, chaotic and with no
basis in reality.  We cannot agree on what is the best way to
design a magazine because there is no ‘best way’.
 
There are thousands of different magazine designs out there,
and as for the web design, their concept of “beauty” has
changed from year to year.  You’ll find pages with many
photos or no photos at all; multiple colors or a scheme of just
a few colors per issue.
 
But let’s imagine for a second: How can we decide that one
design looks better than another one?

 
We ask the readers which one they like the best

+
We analyze how much time people spend on a page

+
We follow the rules of design (whatever they are at that

time)
=

?
 

How can we know that our readers will preserve their
aesthetic taste over time if we take their opinion into

consideration ?
 



We all know by now that just because many people have the
same opinion about something, it’s not necessary an
educated opinion.  Actually, as history proves, it’s the other
way around.  Today, more than 80% of the world’s
population is religious.  Does that make any religion true ?
 
So numbers say nothing about a design looking better or
worst.  It only says that this amount of people liked this
design.  And what they like is another complicated
discussion.  Maybe some like the colors, maybe some had a
very good day and are more prone to like a design, and so
on.  Nothing exact, so there’s no science here.
 
The same goes for any design that you can imagine when it
comes to how it looks.  I’ve seen some people preferring
square rooms or round ones, painted red or black, tall rooms
or short ones, yellow buildings, buildings with a shoe shape,
or penis shape.
 
But still some may argue that there is a science behind all
these notions of beauty: from people to buildings, from
websites to fashion.
 
 
 

 

Let’s analyze that!
 



SCIENCE
PHYSICAL BEAUTY

When some proclaimed scientists want to analyze the notion of beauty, it
seems that their only means by doing it is psychology which, unfortunately
as it proves again and again, is not a an exact science (LINK).
 
They look at how people react to, let’s say, some people’s faces or they ask
test subjects which face they like the most.  By whatever approach they take
with this, they need people’s opinions and by crunching the numbers, they
can come up with statistics that show for instance that 76% of people like
this type of face that they, the researchers, defined by their own subjective
means: big eyes, long chin, big forehead, etc..
 
So you take 3000 people and show them 60 different faces.  They pick the
ones they like the best.  You then analyze what they liked and try to find
correlations between pictures.  For instance, you may notice that most for
them liked people with blue eyes.  But let’s not forget, this is something that
you, as the researcher, came up with.  Even if you ask them or follow their
eye movement and realize that indeed they like more the people with blue
eyes, the experiment only tells you that 76% of 3000 people liked people
with blue eyes.  That’s all it says.
 
These people may change their perception in 3 hours or 3 months about
people with blue eyes.  Also, recognize that 3000 people are not 7 billion.
More than that, as we pointed out before, numbers say nothing.  If 99% of
people like blue eyes and 1% don’t, it doesn’t make blue eyes beautiful.
 
Another psychology exam they use is based on evolutionary psychology
methods.
 
Although we showed in our special Psychology edition that psychology is
not an exact science at all, and even discussed about evolutionary
psychology in particular, I will tackle this idea again since it is something that
mainstream media seems unable to grasp and often presents erroneously.

tio
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https://www.tromsite.com/2015/04/is-psychology-science/
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https://www.tromsite.com/2015/04/is-psychology-science/


There are three main ideas that seems
scientific which tackle the notion of beauty:

1. SYMMETRY

3. BEAUTY = HEALTHY

2. BEAUTY IS INNATE



1. Some people argue that facial symmetry equates to beauty.  So
imagine a picture of you having been cut in half.  If you then
duplicate one of the halves and mirror it against its original, you will
supposedly look better.  Symmetric.  Although numerous studies
have been done, nothing conclussive has resulted from the efforts.
 
Not only is symmetry almost impossible to detect by anyone, but it
seems that numerous psychological studies, like the one above
where we imagined about blue eyes, cannot show any definitive
result whatsoever.  Also, keep in mind that even if a study shows that
more members of the group preferred symmetric faces, that is not
the same as saying symmetric faces are more beautiful.  It’s only
showing that some people from that particular study preferred
symmetric faces over the normal ones that they were shown.  You
also really have to define “symmetric”, because it seems to me
impossible to find a symmetric face in the real world.  Additionally,
people are not statues; they smile, cry, become sad, and make facial
expression all the time.
 
Here are a few examples of these symmetric faces. See which one you
like more or if this makes sense to you.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So this theory, like the other ones, is completely flawed.  If it proves
anything, it proves again how psychology fails to be science. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170607003414/http://www.wengie.com/blog-posts/beauty-is-you-face-symmetrical-tag/
tio
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facial_symmetry


2. Can we be born with cultural values ?
 

First read this statement: “ Two studies conducted in the mid-1980s
independently demonstrate that infants as young as two and three
months old gaze longer at a face that adults judge to be more attractive
than at a face that adults judge to be less attractive. Babies are
wonderfully hedonistic and have no manners, so they stare at objects that
they consider to be pleasing. When babies stare at some faces longer than
others, it indicates that they prefer to look at them and find them
attractive. “ (source)
 
This is like saying that babies look more at stars that do not twinkle,
therefore they are attracted to planets.  They do that because they like
planets more than they like stars.
 
How mad is it to conclude that ?
 
Well both are purely interpretations.  Firstly, you cannot judge what is
more attractive, as we showed earlier, so this experiment is flawed
before beginning.  Secondly, you can only assume reasons for why
infants look more at the so-called attractive people.
 
Again, bad psychology…
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-scientific-fundamentalist/200804/all-stereotypes-are-true-except-ii-beauty-is-in-the-eye


3. One of the strongest scientific hypothesis around this notion seems
to be the evolutionary motive of why beauty exists.
 
I need to emphasize again for you to read our article on psychology to
understand in detail why psychology is not a science because, like in the
other cases we presented in that article, here again, psychology is making
all sorts of subjective interpretations.
 
Evolutionary psychologists say that beauty is actually a bunch of physical
characteristics that resemble a healthy body and this is why we perceive
them as beautiful :
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Really ?
 
Can I easily tell if a beautiful girl has AIDS, a brain tumor, or perhaps some
other unhealthy medical conditions ?  If so, I would be a top doctor in this
world; even a messiah.  This is either a very poorly presented theory or a
typical nonsense psychological test.  Really, look at the world a little bit and
see how many body types and conditions there are: people without
eyebrows, with one leg, no hair, too much hair, two vaginas, one eye, short
necks, huge fingernails, fat, skinny, black, white, poor vision, poor
circulatory blood system, diabetes, and so on, and so on… Then consider
that people spread across all of these types have girlfriends and
boyfriends, get married, attract admirers, and have people who love them.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqTbwMmwGlw


Saying that people choose girls with big eyes because big eyes resemble
health is such an unprovable concept that is plain crazy to try to find
meaning in it.  Whether it’s an unconscious or consciousness reaction, it is
still beyond imagination to try to link that reaction due to such a vast and
complex story.
 

Imagine doing the same studies for cars.  So let’s say people like cars with
big wheels and shiny colors.  We all know that not all people like those
features, but like the psychological studies, let’s suppose we agree that
most people like those types of cars.  Now let’s find a correlations for the
big wheels, shiny paint and the car.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We may say that big wheels resemble a better built car and the shiny paint
screams that this car is healthy and well-managed.  So we can now say that
this all makes sense: people like big wheels and shinny paint because this
is proved to be an advantage for them over the years and this is why they
like those features.  They associate these features with a well-built, well-
maintained car. But even if this is right, it’s something they learned along
the way.  We cannot say that anyone was born with this notion for cars.
Cars weren't here 2000 years ago, just as the human body has changed
much over the last 40000 years.
 
That doesn’t even consider that the car may have rust building up under the
shiny paint and the big wheels may have been added more for aesthetics
rather than resembling a robust design. Similarly, the perceived beauty of
one’s body (well dressed, makeup, etc) may be masking some health issues,
and this very common situation flies in the face of the “beauty equals
health” theory.
 
If you want to delight your sight with the vast so called studies of what is
beauty, please read this wikipedia psychology based article.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_attractiveness


Overall, when people say
they use science to prove
the concept of physical
beauty, they use
psychology - which is not
science.
 
They use people's personal,
subjective opinions and
extract whatever meanings
they want from the results.
Just think about how many
similarities they find
between cultures when it
comes to beauty versus
how many differences
there are between these
cultures.
 
I bet there are far more
differences than similarities
when it comes to “beauty”.
 





SCIENCE
DESIGN

As with physical beauty, this notion was attempted to be scientifically
proven using exactly the same kind of psychological tests.  Analyzing a
bunch of people’s responses through a series of tests to see what
website designs, magazines layouts, etc. they liked more.
 
They then concluded that people like certain colors, shapes, text fonts,
and so on, and they generalize all of that by saying “people like this kind
of design more”.
 
One thing that I often hear when it comes to designing a website or this
magazine is that experts have numbers to show a design is more efficient
than another.  I have nothing against that since it’s probably true, but
efficiency is not about how good a website or a magazine looks.
 
 
And this brings us to the next point : the two M’s - Marketing and
Manipulation.
 
Companies often hire “experts” to do all kind of psychological tests so
that they can better sell their products, and this is often claimed as being
scientific if they have a successful business.  After all, if I hire beauty
models that are recommended by “specialists” as being beautiful to sell
the jeans I made, and I see an increase in sales, I have all the rights to
associate that with the conscious choice I made to hire those models.
 



This happens all the time for almost all companies, but the erroneous
concept is associating that with beauty: saying that these models sold
more jeans because they were more beautiful, as if that is a general
concept.  The two M’s (marketing and manipulation) and the notion of
beauty are two separated things.  The last one is a subjective notion,
the other one is taking advantage of this subjective notion.
 
Same goes for any website designed by “professional graphic
designers”.  They analyze what people like and use that information
to design websites so that they might experience more success as a
webdesign company.  But again, the websites that they make are not
a model of beautiful websites, or well-done web design.  It’s just what
it is: them using some ideas after doing some highly questionable
tests to improve their sales.
 
The results obtained from this kind of testing are generally sought in
order to improve the overall efficiency of their designs, not their so-
called ‘beauty'.  I’m sure YouTube and Facebook have such teams of
designers, and still so many complain that their websites or players
are awful, unintuitive and ugly.
 
And this is happening because, for the last time: beauty is a purely
subjective notion.



For me, this notion of beauty is completely meaningless.  If I see a girl and I
consider her beautiful, I understand that it is just a subjective notion, even

looking, I understand the concept.  I will never argue with anyone over something
quality of “beauty” because it exists purely as an individual perspective.  I
witness people disagreeing over such things all time: this is a beautiful girl - no I
tell you this one is; this is such a beautiful voice - no it’s not; and so on.
 
So why did I spent so much text explaining this meaningless concept ?
Well, because for many, its meaninglessness is not yet understood.  Many people
end up killing themselves because they believe that they are ugly; many more
are bullied at schools or workplaces because of their “abnormal” body look;
others spend billions on this concept (like the cosmetic industry) while they
could do so much with that money; many people spend many hours a day trying
to make themselves look better, some even go to extreme surgery to achieve
that; another risk is when it comes to creativity: such fields like graphic design,
music, poetry and so on are all affected when you erroneously define a standard
model of beauty for them.  If I had to respect web design's ‘standard rules’, I
wouldn't have made any of the websites I've created.
 
If I see a guy with a big nose, or an overweight girl, or someone with three legs, I
cannot make fun of them or even say they are ugly.  Since I understand that
“beauty” is a subjective concept, the concept of “ugly” does not make sense to
me.  Imagine more people thinking like this.
 
As I have shown you, there are so many cultures in the world that have
completely different  general notions of what beauty is - from people to objects
or ideas.  It seems completely maverik to me to take such notions and try to
prove them scientifically.  I hope that now you realize the value behind this
notion and next time you look in the mirror and think you are not that beautiful,
remember, is that really your own view or just society’s perspective and
manipulative influence on your thinking?  You can change your mind about that
at any time, and if you think you are beautiful, you are.
 
So this idea of “beauty” is a verbal hobby, at best, to describe something we like.
Trying to find this concept in reality is like trying to search for “cool”, “lame”,
“wow” or other such verbal hobbies that we use to describe various things we do
or don’t like.
 

THE RISK
Recommended documentaries for the article:

though I enjoy that feeling. Or if I see anything that I consider to be good



Recommended documentaries for the article:

What’s the Problem with
Nudity ?

The Codes of Gender Mondo Cane

Women of The WorldThe Perfect Vagina

You can also watch TROM Documentary - Beauty Part

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F2584%2Fwhats-the-problem-with-nudity&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHnn-HmnOUb3Y5jer38_hS_p7wBQg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F3082%2Fthe-codes-of-gender-documentary-online&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHL4eHeBQWY9UYGr0cc3TQ2ujVxSg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F3188%2Fmondo-cane-documentary-watch-online&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEF2n7Y-NCOWednMGDSWRrRqUSbuQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F3194%2Fwomen-of-the-world-documentary-1963&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEnmszdu2H_j-ZuMRpcTsuXs9HBog
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.videoneat.com%2Fdocumentaries%2F1176%2Fthe-perfect-vagina-watch-online&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNG7ly5q8DbNltJ85FCmnSYd4I47zw
https://vimeo.com/channels/310939/42241200
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